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Avynn

was discovered 2018 by Kai Blankenberg, mastering maestro of Skyline Ton-
fabrik studio in Düsseldorf, Germany (one of the best and therefore most 
known studios in Germany with works for Lady Gaga, Aura Dione, Apparat, 
Boy to only name a few).

She was babysitting his children and when he first heard her singing for 
them he instantly offered her free studio time as a birthday gift.
She took the chance by telling him that she already had a bunch of songs 
she was working on with her father, promising to send him sketches soon.

By serendipity her father has just fininished composing „Stay sunny“ at the 
same time, so she decided to produce a short video singing the new song.
Blankenberg was immediately convinced and in Steve Savage he found the 
best match for the production.

The songs she is interpreting so emotionally deep are composed by her 
father, who is writing especially for her warm distinctive mezzo voice, which 
makes her so special among artists of the same age. People are describing 
her voice as dark, velvety, smooth, floating.

Trained for 11 years in the famous choir of Clara Schumann music school in 
Düsseldorf she has gained experience in singing music from the 17. century 
to modern classical compositions, which were exclusively written for this 
outstanding choir.
Piano lessons and voice training helped her to develop further skills.

Now with 18 she is starting to write her own songs without being bound to 
a particular genre. Things to come...
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Don‘t, don‘t push me!
You‘re wastin‘ your time
like I do
I‘m finding my way
to finally slip out of darkness… again
I‘m tryin‘ to leave
but happiness left me before

Gravity can fool you
It‘s tearing you down
like clouds do
I‘m singing my name
to secretly lift my awareness… for you
I come to your room
but nobody opens the door

 Please, my love, stay sunny!
 Deep inside the night feels so cold
 Understand my lament wasn‘t funny
 I am hopin‘, still hopin‘ that you‘ll stay
 I am waitin‘ ‘til the night gives way to the day

Interlude (instrumental)

Levity won‘t lift me
I dive into phantasy
like voodoo
I wonder if we
are willing to conquer the sadness...I‘m in
I wish I could be
as confident as you today

 Please, my love, stay sunny!
 Deep inside the night feels so cold
 Understand my lament wasn‘t funny
 I am hopin‘, still hopin‘ that you‘ll stay
 I am waitin‘ ‘til the night gives way to the day

Stay sunny
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